KITOV.AI
HYBRID VISION
SOLUTION
Combines the Benefits of Classic 2D, 3D Machine
Vision, Deep Learning, and Intelligent Robotic Planning
Technologies to Inspect Virtually Any Product

MORE THAN EVER BEFORE,
manufacturers rely on automation technologies
such as machine vision and robotics to keep up
with customer expectations and the increasing
velocity of business in an e-commerce, alwaysconnected world. Still, many plants and
warehouses use human workers for visual
quality inspection because not all automation
solutions are up to the task of independently
verifying products and assemblies for defects;
many applications are simply too complex
for machine vision, robotics, and other

Such shortages of quality-control employees
can create a production bottleneck, which
negatively impacts revenue.
Seeking to get out ahead of such issues,
many manufacturers have turned to artificial
intelligence (AI), robotics, and big data
analytics as part of an Industry 4.0 and,
more specifically, Industrial Internet of
Things strategy. Automated visual inspection
systems produce data useful for identifying
the causes of production defects, leading to

automated systems.

efficiency improvements and corrections.

But a new hybrid approach that combines

inspection results, including information on

2D, 3D, and deep learning technologies is

A comprehensive database populated with
defective and defect-free products, provides

quickly, accurately, and reliably enabling
industrial applications once considered too
complex or difficult for automated inspection.

The Cost of Poor Quality
Humans make mistakes in manual visual

This table from Quality Digest magazine lists typical
values for the cost of poor quality (COPQ) in the
manufacturing industry.

INDUSTRY

inspection. For example, tired workers might
miss defects that escape quality screens on

Aircraft engines/engine parts

5.4 to 6.3

the production floor. When defective products

Aircraft parts

4.5 to 8.6

make it beyond the factory, manufacturers

Aluminum die castings

5.3 to 7.1

Aluminum extruded products

4.4 to 7.0

Automotive stampings

5.3 to 7.0

the negative impact on brand reputation and

Engine parts

5.0 to 7.1

customer satisfaction. In many supplier–

Fasteners

6.2 to 7.1

customer relationships, a single defective

Forgings – non-ferrous

5.9 to 6.9

product could lead to rejection of an entire

Mobile homes

4.8 to 5.3

Motor home/automotive bodies

4.3 to 5.4

Motor homes

4.8 to 5.3

listed product quality and the tracking of

Automotive parts/accessories

6.1 to 8.0

defects as the major benefits of using big data

Motorcycles, bicycles/parts

6.1 to 6.8

in manufacturing. Defective products negatively

Motors/generators

5.2 to 6.1

impact gross revenue in major industries.

Storage batteries

5.1 to 5.4

Rising labor costs also represent a problem

Tubes/tires

6.9 to 8.0

Travel trailers/campers

4.9 to 5.9

Truck/bus bodies

4.3 to 5.4

pay a steep price. The “cost of poor quality”
includes the costs of returned or rejected
goods, scrap, rework, and, in many cases,

shipment and potential financial penalties.
A recent Tata Consultancy Services survey

in most markets and industries. In markets
such as machine tending and welding, a lack
of skilled workers presents further challenges.
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COPQ AS A
PERCENTAGE
OF SALES

manufacturers with actionable intelligence.

of waste, the manufacturer may have to scrap

With the help of big data analytics technology,

10%, 20%, or 30% of its production to meet

manufacturers can analyze and track quality,

customer specifications. Manufacturers require

trends, common defects, and evolving quality

not just automated inspection systems but

issues, as well as proactively introduce

also flexible inspection technology that adapts

improvements in the production process,

as products, processes, and environmental

product design, and supply chain management.

conditions change.

Rule-Based Rigidity
While many OEMs adopt machine vision and

Getting More Flexible With
Deep Learning

automation systems to keep up with customer

With deep learning, an expert trains software

demands, certain situations move beyond the

using images of “good” and “bad” parts. In

scope of traditional robot, machine vision,

manufacturing, the expert may be an engineer

and motion-control technologies that have

or a machine operator well versed in the

proven successful in the past. For example,

operation of and potential defects generated by

many manufacturers have adopted mass

production equipment. Deep learning software

customization and personalization into

statistically analyzes the images for features

production processes. Doing so forces these

and relationships between features. It then

companies to account for increased production

creates a weighted table or neural network that

environment variance, which can throw a wrench

defines what makes a good or bad part.

into traditional machine vision processes.
Quality inspection routines for such variations
may include multiple algorithms applied in a
specific sequence to extract useful information
from images. Traditional rules-based algorithms
define defects using mathematical values and
logic rules, but using such algorithms to create an
accurate and reliable inspection routine — free of
extensive false negatives and false positives —
can take hours or days, depending on the product
and the programmer’s skill level. Multiply that
time requirement by 100 or 200 product variants.
Furthermore, defining complex assemblies
and shapes using mathematic values results
in a rigid rule set that may not offer the best
solution for modern product lines. If a system
inspects electronic connectors to verify the
presence of all pins, for example, changing
lighting conditions could make a pin appear to
be crooked or missing; the vision system might
then fail the entire connector. If the connector is
a critical system component and the OEM must
catch 100% of defective connectors regardless
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3D automated inspection combined with deep
learning software enables hundreds of inspections
per assembled product. Among other areas, the
system inspects all six sides of the product, the
silkscreen and pad printing, product edges, light-pipe
indicators, screws, labels, the communication port
housing, and pins.

While it sounds simple, the training process

that help more customers in a wider variety

for an automated assembly line inspection

of industries solve their most perplexing

solution involves intensive computational

inspection tasks.

analysis. During inference, the system uses
considerably less computational power to apply

Adopting a Hybrid Approach

what it learned during the training phase. Lower

Inspecting highly variable, multicomponent

computational needs during inference are

finished products and assemblies such

good for OEMs that require in-line inspection

as electronic equipment, medical kits, and

but that cannot leverage remote server farms

automotive parts presents a significant

due to delays in data communication. Instead,

machine vision challenge. Traditional, rules-

these OEMs rely on local PCs and embedded

based systems produce unacceptably high

computational systems to meet inspection

false-negative and false-positive rates. Using

speed and production throughput requirements.

only deep learning to solve the problem
involves training the system to recognize

To simplify the deep learning training process,

every component in an assembly and then

AI solution providers typically supply partially

to combine the components into a single

pretrained neural networks designed for specific

assembly for the final quality inspection

purposes, such as optical character recognition

step. In this case, achieving acceptable false-

(OCR), reading damaged or distorted barcodes,

negative rates without allowing too many

or even automatically inspecting medical

defective products to escape the quality check

X-rays. Deep learning software suppliers

often proves difficult, even for experienced

offer additional neural networks for 3D parts,

vision system designers.

enabling the software to identify random
scratches on smartphone cases, for example,

KITOV ONE from Kitov.ai. combines the best

or missing components on a printed circuit

capabilities of traditional machine vision

board, even where every component might look

algorithms with deep learning capabilities to

surprisingly different depending on insertion

enable the inspection of complex assembles

angle, location on the board,
or lighting effects.
KITOV ONE, the flagship
stand-alone deep learning
product inspection station
from Kitov.ai, comes
standard with several pretrained neural networks
for locating and inspecting
screws, surfaces, labels,
optical character recognition
(OCR), and data ports. Kitov.
ai is constantly developing
and adding new pre-trained
neural networks, referred
to as semantic detectors,
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and to continually adapt to changing

shipped a large batch of new product that

conditions. It essentially allows the system

was not discovered to be defective until the

to learn what makes good and bad parts

switches were fully installed. This cost several

during production runs, and not just during

hundred thousand dollars in product repacking,

the training phase of system development,

repair, logistics, and inventory adjustment,

placing automated continuous improvement of

in addition to damage to the manufacturer’s

industrial processes within reach.

reputation. Seeking to avoid such an

A Real-World Hybrid Approach

occurrence in the future, the company sought
to replace human workers with an automated

One of the world’s largest makers of end-to-end

solution with a much higher degree of precision

communication solutions, storage, and hyper-

for final visual inspection.

converged infrastructure recently encountered
a problem related to high-mix manufacturing.

Due to production variance, a traditional

The company produces hundreds of products,

machine vision solution failed after six months,

some with hundreds of variations, including a

opening the door to the KITOV ONE system.

portfolio of high-mix products made by several

The system uses a CMOS camera with multiple

different global contract manufacturers.

brightfield and darkfield lighting elements in a

This poses a unique challenge to consistent

photometric inspection configuration to capture

quality assurance.

2D images, which are combined in the software
into a single 3D image. Because the proprietary

The company previously used manual

technology uses common semantic terms

inspectors to review final switches prior to

(“screw,” “port,” “label,” “barcode,” “surface”)

shipping, and one contract manufacturer

rather than machine vision programming

Defects from an automotive wheel/rim are compared to a picture of the same area of
a “golden,” defect-free product (outlined in green). The left side shows scratches on
the sidewall of the wheel, and the right side shows a dent on the wheel’s edge that
is difficult to find with other inspection solutions.
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terms (“blob,” “threshold,” “pixel,” “contrast”),

a set of onboard lighting elements, and dictate

nonexperts can learn how to modify or create

how many pictures to capture for each test

new inspection plans in a short time.

point. Additionally, the software instructs the

To reduce false negatives, Kitov.ai’s system

robot how to move optimally from point to point

uses deep learning software to classify potential

during the inspection.

defects discovered by traditional machine
vision 3D algorithms. As part of the software’s

With the KITOV ONE system, the computer

intelligent robot planner platform, mathematical

equipment company achieved 100% return

algorithms automatically maneuver a robot with

on investment within months by enabling an

an optical head, without the need for operator

application that was not possible with either

input. The algorithms decide where to move the

traditional machine vision or deep learning

camera, choose an illumination condition from

techniques alone.

Bent pins inside computer I/O ports are among the most common reasons electronic products are returned to the
manufacturer as defective. However, inspecting fine wires at the bottom of cavities with reliability and accuracy requires
a 3D inspection system, often with additional capabilities, such as deep learning defect analysis. This programming
interface begins with the system designer loading a CAD file (shown here) or “golden part” image. The designer can
then draw regions of interest around important inspection points. Advanced hybrid solutions evaluate each region on
the product to determine the right combination of traditional and deep learning algorithms for inspection.

Kitov.ai solutions are implemented in disparate applications in various
market segments. Please contact Kitov.ai via the company website
(www.kitov.ai/contact) or Corey Merchant at: corey.merchant@kitov.ai.
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